
Greer Christian Basketball Association

SPECIAL RULES FOR 1ST & 2ND GRADE LEAGUES

- The Game Clock will run continuously for four (4) seven (7) minute Quarters.  The Clock will only
stop for Time-outs, Free Throws, and ALL Whistles Blown during the Final Minute of a Quarter.

- Each team is given 4 time-outs to be used at any time during the game
- After any time-out is taken, the ball is put into play at the Half Court Line and the ball MUST be 

passed in to a player in the Front Court.
- If a game reaches the end of Regulation Time and the score is tied, the teams will play One (1) 

Three (3) Minute Overtime Period.  Each team will be awarded an additional time-out.
- Free Throws are taken from a line that intersects the “Bottom of the Free Throw Circle” or 13 

feet from the Base Line.  The “Inside Lane” is 6 feet wide (or 3 feet inside the Adult Free Throw 
Lane).

- All Made Baskets are scored 2-points regardless of where the shot was taken.
- For the first six (6) minutes of a Quarter offensive players can be defended by one defensive 

player within the area bounded by the 3-Point Shot Arc, and by more than one defensive 
player within the area bounded by the Adult Free Throw Lane.

- During the Final Minute of a Quarter the defense can extend to the Front Court Area.
- During the Final Minute of the Game the defense can extend to Full Court.
- Once a team has a lead of 15 points or more, their defense is limited to the area bounded by 

the Adult Free Throw Lane until the lead reaches 10 points or less. REFEREE IMPLEMENTATION: 
One Official Verbal Warning, Technical Violations Called on Each Additional Violation

- Goals are set at 8 Feet.
- This League will use the Junior Size or 27.5” Basketball.
- There is no 3 second Violation.
- Walking or Travelling in this League is defined as gaining advantage by moving to the basket and

taking a shot while not dribbling the basketball.  
- Double Dribble in this league is defined by (1) stopping any progress forward, (2) looking to 

make a pass, take a shot, or fake either and (3) choosing to restart the forward progress by 
either moving or dribbling.

ELIGIBILITY FOR THIS LEAGUE IS LIMITED TO STUDENTS THAT WERE ENROLLED (OR HOMESCHOOLED 
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR ENROLLMENT) IN 1ST GRADE NO EARLIER THAN THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR 
REGARDLESS OF THE STUDENT’S CURRENT GRADE LEVEL ASSIGNMENT.

No player shall wear jewelry (watches, bracelets, rings, necklaces, earrings, metal hair bows, etc.) nor 
cast - hard or soft. NO EXCEPTIONS! Please see the high school rules concerning jewelry for further 
information regarding jewelry.
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